On scrutiny of hard copies of online examination forms of B.Ed Dec 2016 Exam (Re-appear & Additional), it was observed that many students who were not eligible had also applied for the exam. To avoid this situation in Jun 2017 exam, it is recommended that following instructions may be displayed on online panel for B.Ed (Re/Addl) exam. The same should also be printed on hard copy of online form:

1. Only those candidates are eligible for B.Ed Addl exam, who have passed their B.Ed exam from MDU only and the concerned subject has already been passed in all semesters/years in UG/PG exams.
2. Candidates who have appeared in B.Ed exam before Jun 2013 are NOT ELIGIBLE for Re-appear exam.
3. Candidates who have initially appeared in B.Ed exam in Jun 2013 session, are eligible for Re-appear exam under special chance only. They have to get prior permission for applying under special chance from Result IV Br.
4. Hard copy of online form alongwith fee challan and copies of UG/PG and B.Ed DMCs must be deposited with Result-IV Br. Otherwise Roll No. will not be issued to the candidate.

Put up for your perusal and further directions pl.
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Sub – M.Ed (Re-appear/Improvement) Panel

On scrutiny of hard copies of online examination forms of M.Ed Dec 2016 Exam (Re-appear/Improvement), it was observed that many students who were not eligible had also applied for the exam. To avoid this situation in Jun 2017 exam, it is recommended that following instructions may be displayed on online panel for M.Ed (Re/Improvement) exam. The same should also be printed on hard copy of online form:-

1. A candidate who fails to pass the M.Ed exam within a period of three years of his/her admission to the course shall be deemed to UNFIT for M.Ed course at this university. They can pass M.Ed exam under special chance provided by the university. They have to get prior permission from concerned branch for applying under special chance.
2. Candidates get chance of improvement only once in one or more theory papers within a period of two years of his passing the M.Ed exam.
3. Hard copy of online form alongwith fee challan and copies of results/DMCs must be deposited with Result-IV Br. Otherwise Roll No. will not be issued to the candidate.

Put up for your perusal and further directions pl.
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